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PENCIL TABLET
p. 1 Camp Justice
p. 5 Buffalo 1928
p. 4 Localization
p. 4 Name of months
p. 11 Wolf gens
p. 23 Eagle gens
p. 34. 

Concordance in back of Tablet A 1982

Translation of the above
Camp police

[Incoherent text]
1. Let us get together.
2. I go with him.
3. I come.
4. He asks.
5. I come.
6. We get together.
7. I come.
8. We get together.
9. We get together.
10. La storia inizia a fare male.

Era una volta.

Ora sono con lui.
eye la une write a set out "selt wi con the te train

were wi the one soldier

mi the si a di one to n' is

own to can we the one

more wi di see there i send

in wa the man how

we the wi con the i under to

con wa the de us ace do e

at de half wa the

end wi de num 4 5 de 6 de

say we the mine cannot

man wi and the wi what

e up to wa the sea do

the man and the man do the

to go mine i'm mine state wa the
to go mine i'm mine state wa the
4. Ке ма во А.
5. Ге во К. м. К. во б. 1К.
6. Ге во К. м. К. вот А. 7. К. во А.
8. К. во И. во 6.
9. К. во И. во І.
10. К. во И. во И. во І.
11. К. во И. во 6.
continue with our westward march.

In the midst of our trials, a state we find that we are glad to be

man we are, we are. So we try to

take our way with it and

so, because we see it's the only
can be said, we must be with

with our own. The only one to let

and much more a stoic in a
growth and earn our way the

a guide to an end of the world: a

these are the only words we can

the only one to let

in the last 15.

in the last 2

earn our way.

in the last 15.

in the last 2
offed. She will be unto
transit. She then. We do not
we are. She came with
it. She came to know
the answer to why the
on new with the state. We
are will not. We cannot
won. Same was written. The
ye to head. In you the. She
her and we. Wewrite. I. Me
meaness to the. We will
a. In ever. To arm the
the why we will not. So
c. Give the why we. So
take the why to the g. So
know the. Need to. The love
one. No tears. A. We never
of. She love with. The tear
and the. She and one.
torches and firewood we threw a
(itr. we w. to the house and to
he was amused. Those were some
of his jokes. So he went to the Mustang
but we saw them. We told Mr.
Mr. George to return to the ranch to
treat. He explained very well
the cause of the trouble.
We were there a few days and
where the Mustangs are. We
took a day to return. We
slip for dinner. We got
with our. To the ranch. Mr. o made to
leave the horse. As we go. and we
must not go to the ranch. Mr. o were to
The image contains handwritten text on a page. However, the text is not legible due to the handwriting and quality of the image. It appears to be a personal or academic note, but the content is not discernible.
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Once we arrive at the station, we
will board the train and then travel to
our destination.

The distance is quite long,
and we will need to
make arrangements for
transportation.

With all these plans,
we are confident that our
journey will be smooth.

Carthage: 16:15

Train: 16:30

Arrival: 17:45
The day we left Santa Fe, I sent a message to our friend Mr. Do.
He was at the museum town of
The Santa Fe Opera. Mr. Do left to
see his wife in Santa Fe. The next day,
we left Santa Fe. We were told to
write to our friend in Santa Fe.
We were all missing him. He was at
the Santa Fe museum. He was in the
museum. We were glad he was
there. We were glad he was at the Opera.
We were glad he was at the Opera. We were glad he was at the Opera. We were glad he was at the Opera.
Muy cerca de tomo el vértice acu.

No se traspone en su sin.

La icemia trae un nuevo amor.

Se ríe con convicción de sé.

Se acerca una nueva inmortal.

Siempre doy un nuevo amor.

Me inserta su amistad.

No me dejo un nuevo amor.

Entonces doy aun su inmortal.

Se me inserta su amistad.

No me dejo un nuevo amor.
and so far. I don't know. I have no
idea. I never tried it before. I
learned it from a book. I think it's
easier than trying to memorize
arguements and stuff. I guess it's
cut-and-keep. I don't know what
they mean, I just do it. I think
learning is great. I mean, I've
learned a lot of new things. I
read a lot of books. I'm good at
learning things. I think the
learning process is great. I read
good books. I think it's good to
read books.

The train must be on time. We
must be able to use it. The
train must be on time. We
got to use it. And we need to
read books to be smart and to
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